After interviewing Nick for his bass lessons, I have a pretty good idea of what he wants his website to look like.

Since Nick has never had a website made for him before, he gave me a lot of designer leeway. So long as I have what he wanted on the website maintaining the dark color scheme he wanted, Nick is cool with it. Only problem I have when I am creating the website is that I have nowhere to start. A good place to start would probably be the banner for the website. Nothing a little Photoshop can help fix.

Next would be the color scheme of the website. What I was told was dark but not too dark, so what better color than gray. The primary colors I use for the website is the regular gray, a darker shade of gray, and white. Regular gray is for the background, the darker gray is for the navigation bar, and white is for the content.

Finally, all that is left is what needs to be on the website. The navigation bar has eight selections: Home, About, Services, Videos/Music, Mission Statement, Transcription, My Setup/Gear, Contact ME!. Home page is will probably be the hardest page to put content on because it needs a hook to keep people browsing for bass teachers to stay. The About section is a brief biography of Nick and his bass playing. The Services section is going to have what services Nick can provide has a bass teacher and a bassist. The Videos/Music section is a collection of Nick’s work to demonstrate the different styles of music he can play. The Mission Statement is Nick’s goals and values. The Transcription is a list of transcriptions for any of his lessons. My Setup/Gear will have a description of all Nick’s Gear for anyone who is interested in what he is using. Contact ME! is a simple contact information page.